ACCESS FUND DECLARES VICTORY AFTER CONGRESS ALLOCATES $800,000 TO PRESERVE CASTLE ROCK RANCH, IDAHO

The Access Fund declares victory in its fight towards preserving climbing and recreation at Castle Rock Ranch, Idaho. In October, the longstanding project took a giant step toward completion when Congress passed the Castle Rock Ranch Acquisition Act. The document authorizes a land exchange in southern Idaho that will lead to a new state park. Rock climbing will be included in the park management plan from the beginning and the Access Fund will assist land managers in creating the plan.

In the recently approved budget bill, Congress allocated $800,000 to pay for the land exchange, which should be completed by the end of this year. The Access Fund and the Conservation Fund worked together to purchase the Castle Rock Ranch in 1998 to preserve it from development. “Castles” is of interest to climbers due to the dozens of granite rock formations with climbing opportunities similar to nearby City of Rocks National Reserve.

“We have worked long and hard these past few years towards preserving Castle Rock Ranch for climbing and recreation,” said Sam Davidson, Access Fund senior policy analyst. “It is such a unique and special area that the approval of this bill by Congress truly represents a victory for climbers and other outdoor recreation enthusiasts. The Access Fund will continue to work with land managers in Idaho to open the area for climbing and other recreation as soon as possible. Definitely add it to your wish list for future climbing trips.”

The Access Fund and the Conservation Fund worked closely with Senator Larry Craig and Congressman Mike Simpson of Idaho to pass the necessary legislation. Their work included testifying twice at congressional committee hearings, and obtaining funds for the land exchange. The Access Fund thanks Senator Craig and Congressman Simpson for their staunch support for this project, which has been supported by local businesses, area residents, the National Park Service, and the State of Idaho.

For additional information, visit www.accessfund.org/ActionAlerts.html.
The power drill, which has initiated many wonderful climbs and climbing areas, can also be used as a force of evil that can diminish the climbing experience, obliterate climbing history, and steal climbing challenges from present and future generations of climbers. In some cases its misuse can even lead to cliff closures.

After nearly twenty years of establishing new routes, visioning hundreds of sport climbing cliffs around the globe, and publishing guidebooks, several of which solely document sport climbing areas, this is my take on responsible bolting.

REBOLTING
Rebolting is the placing of bolts on established routes that didn't originally have bolts and/or the placing of extra bolts to diminish run outs on cliffs that already have bolt protection. This is wrong. Once a route is climbed the challenge has been set by the first ascensionist. The challenge for subsequent climbers is to only use the established fixed protection or natural protection that was available to the first ascensionist. Adding bolts to an existing route erases our climbing history. Imagine if someone added bolts to the bold Bachar-Yerian on Medlicott Dome in Tuolumne. This would be insulting not only to the first ascensionists but to all who summoned the courage to repeat the route. If a climb is too bold for you, walk away and return when you're ready. There are thousands of well-protected routes. No one, not even the first ascensionist, should rebolt a route. Climbing is about mental challenges as well as physical, and cliffs that have long fall or even injury/death potential are as valid as well-protected sport routes.

RE-EQUIPPING
This is where new beefier bolts replace existing bolts that are old and dangerous. This is good practice. Bolts need testing and replacing on a regular basis. Re-equipping has now been formalized by the American Safe Climbing Association (ASCA) who has re-equipped hundreds of routes, replacing thousands of rusted relics with new stainless steel bolts. Give them a hand.

CRACKS
Avoid bolting cracks. Placing protection is a cherished skill. Even if the crack is at a so-called sport cliff, what's wrong with diversity? Note! The position statement of the Access Fund states that "preserving the diversity of the climbing experience is fundamental to the mission of the Access Fund." Let's not make the placing of natural protection "a thing forgotten art."

GRID BOLTING
To establish a new route you need to be part engineer, part architect, part geologist, and part conservationist. A pinch of moderation is also required. The best bolt routes are independent of other routes, and either take lines of strength, obvious features, or lines of weakness (natural holds) up featureless walls. If a cliff is peppered with bolts and routes are overbolted and placed too close together, the climbing experience is diminished. Grid bolting and the inevitable plastering of the cliff with chocks ugly to both climbers and, importantly, non-climbers, especially land managers. For those who want routes every three feet there is always the rack gun.

BY MICK RYAN

Policy Up date

Fixed Anchors in Wilderness

As reported in Vertical Times Vol.37, the US Forest Service is still working on a proposed rule that will regulate the placement and use of climbing anchors in designated wilderness areas. The Negotiated Rulemaking Committee convened by the agency to make recommendations for the new rule made substantial progress but ultimately could not agree on a unanimous policy recommendation. As of early December, the agency had still not decided whether the new rule would prohibit fixed anchors altogether or would allow some fixed anchors under certain circumstances.

The Access Fund has continued to work with participants such as the AAC, REI, ORCA, The Mountaineers, and the AMGA in the Negotiated Rulemaking to encourage the Forest Service to base the new rule on the principles that the committee agree on: Wilderness is a special place which must be managed to a higher standard of protection; fixed anchors have always been, and will continue to be, part of technical climbing; the Wilderness Act of 1964 does not prohibit all use of fixed anchors; and fixed anchor use must be consistent with existing law and management objectives.

The Access Fund remains firm in our position: bolts should be the "tool of last resort," fixed anchors are a minimal intrusion on the wilderness resource but are neither necessary nor appropriate in all places, power drills should not be used in wilderness, and any regulation of fixed anchor use must preserve the climber's ability to rely on their own judgment in providing for their safety while climbing.

The Forest Service has said it will complete a draft of the new rule by the end of 2000. A public comment period will follow. It is critically important that climbers provide feedback to the Forest Service on the proposed rule. See the Access Fund Web site at www.accessfund.org for an announcement of the draft rule and information on how to comment.

Use Fees and Recreation Funding

A broad coalition of human-powered recreational groups has begun meeting with the goal of providing more effective feedback to the government on the controversial "program demonstration" for use fees, and to boost the amount of money Congress allocates annually for funding of recreation management in our national parks, forests, rivers, and open spaces.

The Access Fund is working with the Outdoor Recreation Coalition of America, the International Mountain Bicycling Association, the American Alpine Club, Outward Bound, American Whitewater, the American Hiking Society, and other organizations to address concerns about use fees and the need to increase funding levels.

Climbers have already felt the bite of use fees in the form of Mountaineering Fees at Denali and Mt. Rainier National Parks and for Mt. Shasta in California, in "parking fees" at areas like Runnymede (OR), and in the required purchase of Forest Passes in the Pacific Northwest.

The Access Fund does not support fees for access or specific activities on the public lands, although we believe fees for use of developed facilities, such as campgrounds, may be reasonable. The Access Fund believes use fees are discriminatory and promote the operation of public lands as a for-profit business rather than as national treasures which should be open to all citizens regardless of their ability to pay. We have argued that the temporary fee authority provided by Congress in 1996 as a "test" of the idea should be terminated and that no permanent fee authority should be approved. We believe that the fairest way to pay for public lands administration is through our federal income taxes.

However, Congress and the federal resource management agencies are well invested in use fees. The Demonstration Fee Program has been extended twice beyond its original three-year life. This failure was extended through 2001. A bill sponsored by Senator Graham (FL) and Gorton (WA) earlier this year would establish a permanent fee authority, meaning the lands agencies could levy an annual federal public lands fee for almost any use and amount. A series of meetings between the human-powered recreation community, land managers, and Congressional committee staff are planned over the next few months. The Access Fund will continue to play an active role in the debate over use fees and recreation funding. Please see our website at www.accessfund.org or call Senior Policy Analyst Sam Davidson at 831-770-1523 for further updates.

A broad coalition of recreational groups has begun meeting to provide feedback to the government concerning the "demonstration program" for use fees.
Devil's Courthouse, North Carolina

Devil's Courthouse on the Blue Ridge Parkway near Asheville has been permanently closed to climbing to reduce impacts to its natural resources. Visitors will be allowed to use the trail between the parking overlook and the rock wall at the summit; use beyond the summit will be permanently restricted. (From Gordon Wistinger, chief ranger for the National Park Service)

The Obed, Tennessee

The Climbing Management Plan for the Obey Wild and Scenic River (Obey WSR) is being prepared. The scoping period for public comments began on November 1, 2000, and ends December 31, 2000. During this time, the National Park Service will accept verbal and written input from all interested parties. For information, call Chris Stubbins, community planner for Big South Fork NRA/Obey WSR at (423) 569-2404 ext. 231.

New River Gorge, West Virginia

A revised climbing management plan is in the works for the New River Gorge National River. The NRRA offers some of the best and most diverse climbing in the United States. Your help, cooperation, and involvement is requested. A draft plan for public comment will be available in April, 2001.

Northeast

Cradle Rock, New Jersey

Paul Nick, New Jersey guidebook author, provided us with this access alert for Cradle Rock. The Cradle Rock bouldering area in NJ is being fenced off and climbers are being turned away by the landowners. The New Jersey Climbers Coalition (NJCC) is working with the Access Fund and eventually other groups (Sierra Club, Audubon Society, Princeton Outdoor Club) to move forward the Preserve Cradle Rock Initiative which has the goal of preserving the area through a combination of “open space” acquisition and environmental easements. To become a member of NJCC, point your web browser to http://clubs.yahoo.com/club/new-jerseyclimberscoalition. Click the login link, register with Yahoo if you have not done so already, then post a message telling the group who you are, how long you have been climbing, and what climbing areas you are interested in.

Connecticut

Climbing at Unnaug Park in Woodbury is currently under a partial closure. The central section of the crag is affected, including most popular routes in The Viewing Wall area. The adjacent landowner has closed the section of the cliff base trail that crosses his property. Although the actual cliff faces are owned by the town of Woodbury, the landowner has been asking climbers to leave and has called the police to remove climbers if they do not leave voluntarily. The closed area is bounded on the southern (pond) end of the crag by a short stone wall and a concrete marker. The northern boundary of the closure is the route “20th Century Fox,” Routes outside this area are still open. The RMR and the Access Fund are trying to work out a compromise. In the meantime, while negotiations continue, please avoid climbing on the closed section of the crag. For more info click www.raggedinn.org

Red Rocks, Nevada

The BLM is currently working on the Rock Climbing Management Plan for Red Rocks and will be hosting a three-day Climbing Management workshop this March for land managers from around the country. The goal of the workshop is to work through information and discuss climbing specific issues. Among the topics covered will be current management strategies, Wilderness and WSA issues pertaining to climbing, management of commercial rock climbing, search and rescue, and liability. There will be guest speakers from the AMGA, the Access Fund and Wilderness Specialists. The BLM also hopes to establish a national network of land managers dealing with rock climbing related issues.

Maple Canyon, Utah

The Sanpete Ranger District of the Manti-La Sal National Forest is proposing to reconstruct most of the campground features in Maple Canyon Campground. This campground has become a popular destination due to its proximity to the rock climbing opportunities found throughout Maple Canyon. Proposed work would include replacing worn out site features, decommissioning four of the campites to provide additional parking, and adding five additional campites just above the campground adjacent to Forest Road #066. A complete list of proposed changes can be obtained from the Sanpete Ranger District office in Ephraim.

Central

The Final Yosemite Valley Plan has been approved by the National Park Service. While some interest groups remain opposed to this plan, the Access Fund believes it is a reasonable effort to address serious problems with traffic congestion, development, and environmental impacts. Unfortunately, some decisions in this plan will significantly affect climbers: all roadside parking in the lower Valley will be eliminated which means climbers will have to use a shuttle to access crags like the Cookie Cliff, Arch Rock, and Pat & Jack Pinnacle. Shuttle stops may not be close to the crags, and the shuttle’s hours of operation create an inconvenience for climbers. Over one-quarter of existing campites will be removed or not restored, resulting in a major reduction in camping opportunities. Meanwhile, developed lodging facilities will be upgraded. The Access Fund continues to work with the National Park Service to make sure members’ climbing interests are addressed. Contact Regional Coordinator Paul Minault at pmnault@earthlink.net for more information.

The Access Fund has provided comments on the Revised Draft Environmental Impact Statement for the Ansel Adams, John Muir, and Big Meadows Wilderness Areas in the Inyo and Sierra National Forests in California. These wildernesses include phenomenal climbing resources such as the Mt. Whitney region, the Palisades, and the Incredibile Hulk. While the proposed new management direction does not include restrictions specific to climbing, it does provide for an increase in trailhead quotas (limits on number of people) which could affect climbers. A permit is required for overnight camping throughout these wilderness areas, and a day use permit is required for hiking or climbing Mt. Whitney. See the Access Fund website at www.accessfund.org to view our formal comments letter.
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protection and climber education at Hueco Tanks and imposed new restrictions on climbing. Given Hueco's importance as a climbing resource, we are not giving up, and continue to discuss opportunities for cooperation with park rangers and local climbers.

For 2001, many of these challenges will continue. We are also working on several new acquisitions and conservation projects. The "demonstration" program for recreational use fees is drawing more attention from others in the outdoor recreation community; the Access Fund got a jump on this issue by helping to form the Public Access Coalition two years ago, and has participated in an ongoing dialogue with Congress and the federal land agencies.

We are also in a period of transition since Sally Moser, our executive director, has decided to return to the world of publishing. The Access Fund has grown significantly in many ways during Sally's tenure, and the Board thanks Sally for her many efforts and contributions. Change can be difficult, but it can also provide new opportunities. We are fortunate to have a dedicated and professional staff with the ability and drive to take the Access Fund to even greater heights over the next ten years. It's an exciting time for us, and we look forward to showing all of you how much more we can do to preserve the climbing opportunities and resources that we all value so greatly.

Rope to see you out there, and thanks for your continuing support—Happy New Year!

Sincerely,

[Signature]

---

Access Fund
WE'RE HERE TO KEEP YOU CLIMBING

LESLEY BROWN
NEW BOARD MEMBER

Leslie began climbing twelve years ago and quickly became an activist to improve public access to Connecticut's traprock cliffs. The Appalachian Mountain Club tapped Leslie as co-chair for its Ragged Mountain Committee, and she built an extensive array of contacts among climbers, state officials, and the conservation community. As it became apparent that the CT AMC would not accept title to Ragged Mountain, she creatively sought alternative means to ensure guaranteed access to Ragged Mountain.

Recognizing that success depended on a wide base of support, she solicited the support of the climbing community to form the Ragged Mountain Foundation and gained the endorsement of state officials, conservation groups, the Access Fund and recreational groups. After long negotiations and a trial period, The Nature Conservancy deeded Ragged Mountain to the Ragged Mountain Foundation.

The RMF is a credible grassroots non-profit organization with 300 members, a very active trails building program, trail and roadside clean-up program, member benefits, and a strong record of activism. They have successfully prevented closures, reversed closures, and gained recognition in state regulations of rock and ice climbing as authorized recreational activities on state property. In the RMF's ten year history, Leslie has served as an officer - President or Treasurer - nearly every year. She was honored as the recipient of the Access Fund's Mark Bebele Award in 1999.

Both the RMF and Access Fund grew up at the same time. Leslie worked closely with her counterparts at the Access Fund since its inception and served as a regional coordinator. Together they learned the ropes for building an organization, working with volunteers, and solving problems. She enthusiastically embraces the Access Fund's formula for success - provide the support, information, guidance and tools for the local organizations to succeed.

---

While not being the sharpest leader on a rope, Leslie has other extensive leadership skills for the team. She and her husband, Claude, guided for 5 years for Eastern Mountain Sports in the traprock region and teach down-hill skiing. She has directed races and held officer positions in a variety of recreational organizations. She has three children. She and her husband recently moved to Yacolt, Washington where she works as Vice President of Finance and Planning at Electric Lightwave, the fifth largest internet backbone provider.

---

Leslie Brown, new Access Fund board member, climbing on her home turf at Ragged Mountain in Connecticut. Brown founded the Ragged Mountain Foundation and won the prestigious Mark Bebele Award in 1999.
bolting looks ugly to both climbers, non-climbers, and especially to land managers. For those who want routes every three years, there is always the rock gym.

**Drilling/chipping holds**

In its strictest definition free climbers utilize only holds that nature has presented to us. Many of the 5,144 that you read about in the magazines should have the aid-climbing prefix A0 added to their rating. There are exceptions, and some of the coolest young climbers of today such as David Graham, Tommy Caldwell, David Hume and Chris Sharma are anti-chipping. Their routes, among the hardest in the USA, are 100% natural. Less talented climbers find it necessary to chip the rock down to their level, using excuses such as, "it will never go, we need more hard routes, other climbers do it," as their justifications. They are also driven by the desire to see their names in the magazines and financial $.14 bounties from their sponsors. Chipping steals from talented climbers of today and the future, and as a by-product may cause access problems. Land managers do hear about climbers chipping and as a result have banned bolting at certain cliffs. Chipping is a sign of disrespect to the climbing environment. It is vandalism. For those who want to design their own routes there is always the rock gym.

As climbers, we are custodians of the cliffs: we do not own them. We must practice responsible development that protects the aesthetics and ecology of the cliff environment and safeguards our freedom to climb. We must not let our selfish desires dictate our actions. Above all, we must agree upon bolting guidelines within the climbing community, not outside of it.

Mick Ryan is owner of Rockfix guidebooks based in Bishop, California. He has been involved in access work both in the UK and the USA for the last twelve years. His latest titles are Islands In The Sky, a definitive guide to Las Vegas and Great Basin Limatons, and Bishop and Eastern Sierra Bouldering. Both are due in early 2001. Land managers and the Access Fund are intimately involved with the Access sections of both guides. Mick is compiling a list of climber comments on bolting practice at his website www.rockfix.com. If you want to comment on issues from this article then email him at rockfix@yahoo.com.

Ian Poirier has been climbing for three years. Originally from Rhode Island he now lives (and boulders) in Bishop, California. He has been a graphic artist for five years and has produced a series of access cartoons which are displayed at the Bishop climbing areas.

**Spring Raptor Restrictions Approaching**

Spring (Raptor Season) is almost here. This is a checklist of climbing areas with seasonal restrictions to protect raptors. Every spring we publish this update so that climbers have information on which areas may have some form of closure to protect cliff-nesting raptors. The list is not exhaustive; dates and details can change even during circulation of this newsletter. However, it should give an idea of what's going on where, and how to find out more information.

**To Get the Latest Information**

1. ALWAYS check signs or brochures at parking lots, trailheads and approach routes. Birds can shift next sites, which means restrictions may be lifted early!

2. If you need more detailed info before visiting an area CHECK THE ACCESS FUND WEBSITE (www.accessfund.org). This site names individual cliffs affected and provides website links and contact telephone numbers.

If you do call the agency contact number listed, remember that some agencies may have been staffing arrangements to respond to your inquiries than others!

**The Sites**

Note: All of the sites listed have had some form of restriction in the past 3 years. However, because in some areas birds alternate sites, or do not nest in a particular year, a closure may have been lifted entirely, or established in a new area. The Access Fund website gives more detailed information about each area, but always check signs on site for the latest update.

**Arizona**

- Cochise Stronghold: 1 restriction. Call (520) 364-3468.
- Granite Mountain: 1 restriction. Call (520) 445-7253.
- Thumb Butte: 1 restriction. Call (520) 445-7253
- Mount Lemmon: 4 restrictions. Call (520) 749-8700

**California**

- Corte Madera, San Diego area: 1 restriction. Call (619) 673-6180
- Joshua Tree: 2 restrictions. Call (760) 367-5568 Web: www.nps.gov/jotr/
- Lover's Leap: 1 restriction. Call (916) 644-2224
- Pinnacles National Monument: 5 restrictions. Call (408) 389-4485

**Colorado**

- Black Canyon of the Gunnison, Painted Wall: 1 restriction. Call (970) 249-1914
- City of Boulder Open Space department, The Matron, Mickey Mouse

**Idaho**

- City of Rocks: 1 restriction. Call (208) 824-5519
- Black Cliffs, Boise: 2 restrictions Call (208) 685-8465

**Which Raptor??**

Wildlife protection efforts are targeted at the cliff-nesting raptors, prairie falcons, prairie falcons, and golden eagles, which are protected under state and federal laws.

**When??**

Restrictions run from early spring through to mid summer when birds are raising their young. Typically, this is from February to August but may be earlier or later depending on climate, elevation or type of raptor.

**Why??**

Seasonal wildlife closures give our cliff wildlife the protection it needs at its most vulnerable time. With climbers’ support, such arrangements demonstrate that climbing can coexist with wildlife protection efforts.

**How??**

Once again the Access Fund thanks climbers for their support in protecting cliff-nesting raptors during their most vulnerable time.
Resource Update Continued...

Maine
- Acadia National Park: 3 restrictions. Call (207) 288-3338

New Hampshire
-Cannon Cliff and The Eagle, Cathedral Ledge, Eagle Cliff, Franconia, Frankenstein Cliff, Harts, Flume, Bolts Ledge, Lynne, Mt. Webster, Mt. Willard, Painted Walls and Square Ledge, Albany, Rattlesnake Mountain (main cliff), Rumney, Whitehorse Ledge and Square Ledge. Call (603) 229-400 ext. 317 for restrictions at all New Hampshire areas.

New Mexico
- Sandia Mountains: 4 restrictions. Call (505) 281-3304

New York
- Adirondack State Park: 6 restrictions. Call (518) 891-4050

A peregrine falcon feeds its young. Cooperation by climbers helps protect cliff-nesting raptors from disturbance at their most vulnerable time.

**Letters**

**Access Fund Members Speak Out**

**Taking A Stand**

I just wanted to drop you guys a quick note and say that I am proud of the Access Fund's new position on manufactured routes. It's good to see you taking a stand, especially when one of the worst areas ("Sport Park") is in your backyard.

I was out in Boulder this summer and was disgusted by the blatant drilling in that area. I was pained about the fact that a bunch of climbers out there apparently don't mind that those routes (which aren't that good) have destroyed the rock. It's good to see you take a stand!

Kevin Wovles

**EDITORS NOTE:** See the "Action Alerts" page of the Access Fund website at www.accessfund.org/ActionAlerts.html for the complete "Position Statement on Irresponsible Climbing.

**Ban the Bolts**

I have been a lifelong climber, hiker and mountainner [now age 55]. Although I have placed a few bolts in the distant past, I feel very strongly that they should be banned as new equipment except in emergency situation. It is very hard to support the environment and then advocate the use of a permanent destructive device.

A large number of climbers of my acquaintance, all of whom are life-long climbers, agree with me. I do not think that you can consider yourself as representing the climbing community unless you include that a large number of climbers are totally opposed to bolts. I would add that when I see ads in climbing mags for Bosch power drills with bolt kits they remind me of ads for snow machines except they are worse.

James Spott

Sam Davidson, policy staff member, Response.

You're certainly not alone among climbers in thinking that bolting should be limited to emergency situations. I think an equally sizable fraction of climbers believes that there should be few if any limits on bolting. Since there is an unwritten among climbers about where and how bolting is appropriate, the Access Fund has tried to approach this issue as objectively as possible. It is in our power that bolts should be the "tool of last resort." and that is, placed only when no other type of safety anchor is possible, and that bolts should never be placed purely for the climber's convenience. On the other hand, bolts have proven useful as a management tool in some areas, helping to reduce cliff-top erosion and other resource impacts. We believe that bolts are a part of climbing but that they are neither necessary nor appropriate for all areas. Climbers should take it upon themselves to limit bolts as part of our collective support for Leave No Trace principles and the example set by many of our climbing pioneers.

**Who Cares?**

I heard this self-described trad climber proclaim that the sponsers were getting their comeuppance from the Forest Service over Military Wall. He sounded happy to hear that the 'clip-n-go set' were finally getting their just deserts for all the access ills that they had unfairly brought down on climbers. "Let the Forest Service close ThISTLING Skull. Who cares?" he concluded. "I'm going back to my crag, Dip Wall." I thought the guy had a good point. Who should care if some over-hyped, over-climbed, testosterone testpiece is lost? Good riddance to the noise, the spray, the chalk, and the crowds. Yeah, I have climbed the thing, but it wouldn't hurt my feelnings if I never saw it again. And it certainly wouldn't hurt my feelings to see the crowds go away. Besides what about that $10,000 to save the damn thing anyway, isn't there some better use for that money? So yeah, who cares? If the truth is painful, then this is really going to hurt. The rules of the access game have changed. From the Forest Service's new perspective, it no longer matters whether there is a single piece of metal within 100 yards of a climbing route. Trad, routes, with or without anchors, sport routes, mixed routes, aid routes, projects, and Boulder problems ARE NOW ALL THE SAME. No rope is required. The Forest Service has finally done something for climbing that climbers have been trying to do for years — parity. We're now all equally discriminated against.

What, the hell?! You ask. Yep. The joke is on us. While each of us may have secretly been feeling smug about those 'other climbers' being the bad guys—those bumbrellas standing in endless lines to climb the same lame cliff weekend after weekend, or those lyca-clad, snotty 5.12 sport climbers blowing more than chalk in everybody's face, or how about those self-proclaimed "keepers-of-the-faith" trad climbers who are the REAL climbers to all us phonyes, or those drill wielding, the rules-be-damned, egotistical, frat ascensionists who keep getting the rest of us in hot water with the Forest Service, or those out of-state losers running around looking for top ropes when they should go home and learn how to climb first! The truth is we are all the same, at least according to the Forest Service. Trad,

*continued on next page*
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sport, or bouldering, hard or easy, anchors or no anchors, bolts or no bolts... It makes no difference. It’s not what we do on the rock that matters to the Forest Service anymore. The great equalizer is WHAT HAPPENS ON THE GROUND. And nobody is exempt from that. Nobody.
Shannon Stewart-Smith
Lexington, KY

NOTES ON USE FEES IN AMERICA

[1] Is using ANY public land a privilege and not a right? I don’t think so. Access to any public land should only be restricted when there are compelling reasons such as roadways, safety, attractions, wildlife protection etc. It is our land isn’t it?

[2] Okanogan NF has been charging for parking ANYWHERE in that forest, not just trailheads, since the beginning.

[3] If it’s natural, nature can do a much better job of designing and maintaining than the F3 will ever do.

[4] This is essential to any bureaucracy’s survival. Survival being priority #1 and stated legislated purpose being #2. If you understand this, then policy decisions past and present will make sense to you. The government presents great goals for produce revenue from wherever it can so that as many agencies as possible can financially stand-alone. The pressure for agencies to stay in the black will only get heavier in the next 4 years. A large part of government’s function is to support many things that by their nature will not bring in money to cover their costs.

When you want to bring more money into your park you ask climbers to pay far more than they will accept. You get two things, public pay for use and an acceptable dollar amount. You don’t have to look far for many more examples. Each agency will use public comment, meetings and letters run Denali and Rainier were trial balloons. He looked me in the eye and said no. Hmm, better to listen to experience than to public employees. Are we forgetting, these people work for us. When Jim Donini and others formed Open Rainer in 1985 to guide

Donini and others formed Open Rainer in 1985 to guide
on the mountain, they played by the park service rules and got the runaround. They put in a lot of energy and got nowhere. Jim’s later advice was “don’t bother, you won’t listen”. Up until the early 70s access to Denali and Rainier was severely restricted using many methods. Climbers decided to deal with the problem and ignore the park service, actions lead and rules followed. We all own this land and now ANYONE can climb these peaks.

Anyone who thinks that what we do in the mountains can be described in a word as small as “play” needs to be educated. Our Freedom of the Hills is evaporating. We need to take a stronger stance. The rules will follow. Steve Ricker

To submit a letter for the Access Fund Vertical Times send an email to info@accessfund.org or write to Vertical Times, PO Box 17010, Boulder, CO 80308.

TICK LIST WINNERS

The Access Fund has collected hundreds of letters from the TICK LIST mailed to our National Office. The winners received great gear from The North Face and other companies such as tents, sleeping bags and books. The big winners from the fall are:

$EPTEMBER DRAWING:
Kimberly Brower, Carbonado, WA
TNF Peregrine Tent

Michael Nozol, Vancouver, WA
Gregory Petit Dru Pro Pack

Phyllis Farley, Eldorado Springs, CO
Mammot Robson Jacket

$EPTEMBER DRAWING:
Hampton Uzelle, Watauga, VT
TNF Peregrine Tent

Jennifer Hiltom Hawkins, Austin, TX
BD Ice Pack

Stuart Rudolph, Dodgeville, WI
Nicos Warrier Board

AMERICAN BOULDERING SERIES
From October 2000 through March 2001 the American Bouldering Series will be held at climbing gyms all over the continent. There will be prizes to support the Access Fund at most of the 100+ events.

Check out www.rockcomps.com or call (888) 494-2444 for more info.

JANUARY
1/12-14 Ouray, CO - Ouray Ice Festival, Chad Hilliard, (303) 258-7916
1/13 Kearsage Valley, NF - 8th Annual Adirondack Mountaineering Festival, The Mountaineer, Vinny McClean,(518) 576-2281
1/15-17 Ouray, CO - Jeff Lowe's Master Ice Seminar, Jeff Lowe, (303) 258-7916
1/20 Enchanted Rock State Park, TX - Enchanted Rock Trail Build- meet at 8am at the Crescent parking area, Central Texas Climbing Committee, Mike Lewis, 210-659-3056
1/26 Boulder, CO - Boulder Climbing Series, Boulder Rock Club, Matt O'Conner (303) 447-2804

FEBRUARY
2/10 Grem, UT - Wasatch Ice Festival, Dean Warren, (801) 726-7498
2/10 Saint Paul, MN - 8th Annual Passit for Flashin', Vertical Endeavors, Jason Noble, (651) 776-1440
2/11 Mammoth Lakes, CA - ASCA Belt Replacement Clinic, Joshua Tree National Park, American Safe Climbing Association, Greg Barnes, (760) 924-2408
2/17 Santa Ana, TX - Enchanted Rock Trail Build- meet at 8am at the Crescent parking area

Central Texas Climbing Committee, Mike Lewis, 210-659-3056
2/23 Boulder, CO - Boulder Climbing Series, Boulder Rock Club, Matt O'Conner, (303) 447-2804
2/24 Boulder, CO - Access Fund Steering Committee Meeting

MARCH
3/1 Torrance, CA - Stoney Point Clean up and comp, Brie Scott and Jeff Wells, (310) 314-9028
3/13 Berkeley, CA - Marmot Mountain Works, Armando Mercadal, Cuba Libre slide show, (510) 849-0773
3/15 Santa Clara, CA - Western Mountaineering, Armando Mercadal, Cuba Libre slide show, (408) 984-7611

APRIL
4/6 Scottsdale, AZ - 18th Annual Phoenix Bouldering Contest, Jim Waugh, jwmu@primenet.com, (480) 775-9874
4/21 Access Fund Board Meeting, Las Vegas, NV

AMERICAN BOULDERING SERIES
Cliff Smart 4 - ADVENTURE 16 - SAN DIEGO, CA $4,500
Kurt Smith Slide Show Tour $3,110
7th ANNUAL HOUND EARS BOULDERING COMP - MISTY MOUNTAIN THREADWORKS - BANNER ELK, NC $2,640
TOUCHSTONE PRO-AM - BERKELEY LYNXWORKS, BERKELEY, CA $4,500
FORECEM FREZNY - SUN & SKI SPORTS - $4,310
AMERICAN BOULDERING SERIES - ADVENTURE RK, INC PEWAUKEE, WIS $529
HORSETOOTH HANG FORT COLLINS, CO $500
ANNUAL MEMBERS PARTY - PACIFIC EDGE SANTA CRUZ, CA $325
Sally Moses recently announced her resignation from the position of executive director, effective January 1, 2001. Moses, who has been with the Fund since 1996 and has led the organization since 1996, is returning to the publishing field. During her tenure, membership doubled to 13,000 climbers and the Access Fund's budget nearly doubled to $1,000,000. "I'm proud of what I've accomplished here, but it's time for me to seek out new challenges and have some time to climb again," Moses said. "I am confident the Access Fund will continue to build on its many successes and continue to protect climbing on behalf of the climbing community."

Access Fund President Becky Hall said, "The Access Fund is well-positioned to address the challenges the climbing community continues to face — we're stronger financially, more effective, and better known than ever before." The Board of Directors recognizes and thanks Sally for her many contributions over the past eight years, and wishes her all the best in her new endeavors.

For more information about the position, interested applicants should contact The Forest Group at 415-421-3300 (phone), 415-421-3350 (fax) or adrienne@theforestgroup.com. The Forest Group is an executive search firm specializing in the outdoor industry.

**Staff Tribute to "Sal"

It was a shock to all of us here at the Access Fund when Sally Moses announced recently that she would resign. Sally has been the heart and soul of the AF for eight years and I suppose we figured that she would remain here. Still, knowing that she was returning to the publishing world perhaps the only thing Sally likes as much as climbing and the Sunday Times Crockery "world tour" made the news easier to digest.

Major strength of character is required to last very long as the person in charge of a national, non-profit advocacy group — for climbers, no less. To begin with, your constituency is relatively unorganized, occasionally fractious, and only rarely disposed to laying out big sums of money for the cause. You don't get paid as well as in the private sector. The public thinks your constituency is suicidal or shiftless or resents you because of the myth that rescues of climbers are costing the American taxpayer big ducats. Many land managers try to close or restrict areas to climbing as the first response to perceived problems. But Sally had the skills, and the commitment to the cause, to take on the myriad challenges of our work and to succeed in preserving climbing freedoms and the natural world climbers enjoy so uniquely.

The other day at a staff meeting we were reflecting on Sally's legacy. There were the "climbing optional" hot springs visits, to which the men on staff were never invited. There were the snowy day forays into Eldorado for aid practice. There were the long hours at trade shows, walking to Jim Hendrix at the Phoenix Boulderfest Conference, and Sally's epic retreats from backcountry peaks. And most of all, there was Sally religiously in the office, keeping the ship afloat and keeping our spirits light with her infectious laugh. Sally always makes the right choice when the options are a pedestrian clip-up or a thought-provoking trad route. I like to think Sally's preferences and talents as a climber are part of what made her so successful as leader of the AF. She is good at problem-solving, she can be bold when necessary and she understands better than most the importance of teamwork and what it takes to be a good partner.

The Access Fund improved in every way under Sally's steady delay. Thanks to Sally, we on the staff are very confident that our efforts to keep climbing areas open, conserve the climbing environment and be the most effective voice for climbers will be even more successful in the years to come. The climbing community can be confident, too.

Sam Davidson, Senior Policy Analyst

---


**Festivals, Demos and Membership Promos** — Adventure 891, Thana Hucker, Jim O'Brien and everyone who made Climbsmart a success, U of Wyoming, Cyrus Anderson, Greg Luebbern, Jane Fieser, Verte Climbing Center, Kent Wells.

**VOLUNTEERS** — John Bernet

**For Just Being Awesome** — Pauline Mills, Computers, Gerit Rock, Laura Biddle and Ramsey Outdoor Store, Miami University, Julie Ventres, Michael Kennedy and Pat Allison.

---

**2000 Corporate Partners**

The Access Fund sends its great thanks to industry members and like-minded businesses who partnered with the AF in 2000.

---

**To All Who've Helped Us Achieve Our Mission**

---

**Pleas Support Them**

---

**Senior Policy Analyst**

Sam Davidson

---

**Development Director**

Sue Levine

---

**Access & Acquisitions Director**

Shawn Tierney

---

**Conservation Director**

Keith Pyle

---

**Publications Director**

John Hesketh

---

**Event Coordinator**

Heather Clark

---

**Office Manager**

Kerry Owen

---

**Chairman of the Board**

Jeff Bowman

---

**President**

Becky Hall, CO-The Nature Conservancy

---

**Secretary**

Eric Dreyer

---

**Treasurer**

Rob Reiter, CO Filmmaker

---

**Board of Directors**

Curt Arch, CA-The North Face

---

Mark Brown, WA-Technical Consultant

---

Bob Manglitz, VA-The Northern Coalition

---

Yvonne Carter, CA-Geological Group

---

Cheryl McManus, CA-International

---

Galen Knauss, VA-Attorney General

---

Catherine Roos, CA-High Altitude Climbing

---

Larry Gutierrez, TX-Attorney

---

Pat Indici, CO-Dow Colorado Plateau & Wildlife

---

Lou Knecht, CA-Mary M. Thirskowski

---

Michael Kennedy, CO-Commercial Director

---

**Editor of Climbing**

Mark Brown, WA-Technical Consultant

---

Bob Manglitz, VA-The Northern Coalition

---

Yvonne Carter, CA-Geological Group

---

Cheryl McManus, CA-International

---

Galen Knauss, VA-Attorney General

---

Catherine Roos, CA-High Altitude Climbing

---

Larry Gutierrez, TX-Attorney

---

Pat Indici, CO-Dow Colorado Plateau & Wildlife

---

Lou Knecht, CA-Mary M. Thirskowski

---

Michael Kennedy, CO-Commercial Director

---

**Platinum Plus Partners**

**$15,000**

- **Nature Design & Advertising**

- **Russea Pacific Mountainengineering**

---

**Gold Plus Partners**

- **$7,500**

- **Eagle Creek**

- **Patagonia**

- **Boreas/Western Hills**

---

**Silver Partners**

- **$2,500**

- **F. Inns**

---

**Contributing Partners $500**

- **All Terrain**

- **Alpine Ascents International**

- **American Red Ravel**

- **Bearing Images**

- **Climber's Experience**

- **Excalibur 16mm**

- **Freerock West Ridge Guides**

- **Geezer Rock Company**

- **Gutterbank Designs**

- **Jackson Hole Mountain Guides**

- **Jagged Edge Mountain Gear**

- **Jupiter Rock Climbing School**

---

**Thank You**

---

**Supporting This Initiative**

---

**Corporate Partners**

- **American Bouldering Series**

- **Boreas**

- **Budweiser**

- **Climbing**

- **Climbing**

- **Climbing**

- **Climbing**

- **Climbing**

- **Climbing**

- **Climbing**

- **Climbing**

- **Climbing**

- **Climbing**

- **Climbing**

- **Climbing**

- **Climbing**

- **Climbing**

- **Climbing**

- **Climbing**

- **Climbing**

- **Climbing**

- **Climbing**

- **Climbing**

- **Climbing**

- **Climbing**

- **Climbing**

---
LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT
BY BECKY HALL

With each New Year, we have a wonderful opportunity to review the past and plan for the future. Last year, the Access Fund celebrated its tenth year anniversary. This alone is a great accomplishment, and one of which we are very proud. But in addition to simply surviving ten years, the Access Fund has prospered and climbers have benefited directly from our success.

We reached an all-time high of over 11,000 members, as well as new levels of effectiveness in public policy and climber advocacy. The U.S. Forest Service Negotiated Rulemaking over Fixed Anchors in Wilderness was a particular highlight. Seizing the opportunity to articulate a new vision of how climbing will be done in Wilderness, the Access Fund took the lead in working with other climbing organizations, outdoor industry representatives, land managers, and conservation groups to build consensus and attempt to resolve this contentious issue. As a result, the Forest Service and environmental community knows it is not climbers who refuse to compromise, and the Access Fund continues to work with these partners to influence the final rule.

We also played a major role in securing climbing access to Castle Rock Ranch in Idaho. This new acquisition will become a state park and will be managed for climbing under a plan drafted with the assistance of the Access Fund. In addition, we are on the brink of completing the preservation of the "Tuolumne of the Midwest"—Quartz Mountain, a great climbing resource in Oklahoma. The Access Fund will acquire the property and transfer it to Oklahoma State Parks for permanent management as a climbing resource.

Some important issues remain unresolved. The Texas Parks & Wildlife Department turned down our offer of $100,000 for trails, resource